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If such a source leaked during cremation the radioactivity
would be dispersed harmlessly with the smoke, but nowadays
therapeutic isotopes are normally contained in welded iridio-
platinum or stainless steel capsules which should withstand the
800°C of the cremation furnaces. The implant would therefore
survive as a radioactive object which would be hazardous to a
cremator operator if he handled it directly.
A body intended for cremation which contains a pacemaker

or a radioactive implant should not, therefore, be released to an
undertaker. The pacemaker should be removed, but if it is not
possible to remove a radioactive implant the undertaker should
be given precise information regarding its nature, size, and
location.
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Targets for prevention

The most charitable view of Mr David Ennals's White Paper'
on prevention is that he really believes that people change their
way of life when told to do so. For the last two years the DHSS
has been singing the praises of a preventive approach to
health, and the stream of exhortations, warnings, and advice
seems never-ending: yet in terms of positive action the
Government has done virtually nothing.

Last April the House of Commons Expenditure Committee
(which had spent months taking evidence from medical
experts) published a set of detailed proposals,2 which we
welcomed:' as "concise and uncompromising." How has the
DHSS, with its self-proclaimed commitment to prevention,
responded ?
On smoking the committee recommended a ban on tobacco

advertising except at the point of sale; the abolition of cigarette
coupons; the restriction of cigarette machines to premises
to which children have no access; and a specific warning on
cigarette packets that smoking causes cancer, bronchitis, and
heart disease. Those proposals have all been flatly rejected.
The Government is "considering" the recommendation that
the price of cigarettes should be increased annually, but, says
the White Paper, "tax increases raise the cost of smoking for
those least able to afford it . . . other factors . . . include . . . the
implications for wage negotiations." In other words, the
Government is not prepared to take action that might be
unacceptable to any substantial part of the population.

This chicken-hearted approach has been followed with
many of the other proposals from the Expenditure Committee.
The MPs had drawn attention to the close association between
alcohol consumption and the price of drink; but the Govern-
ment is not at present prepared to maintain liquor prices
relative to average incomes, let alone increase them. On
fluoride the Government simply continues to "promote the
general introduction of fluoridation." Even on the simple
issue of encouraging exercise the White Paper claims that "not
enough is known about all the implications for health of
exercise," using the old excuse of that "further research is
required to avoid doing anything constructive. Nevertheless,
some of the decisions are to be welcomed-in particular, the
recognition by the DHSS that there is no case for a nationwide

screening for breast cancer and the increased support for the
Health Education Council; but most of the paragraphs are
platitudinous or simply promise yet more publications from
the DHSS, whose paper productivity is symptomatic of the
troubles of the NHS.
The glaring omission from the document is that there is no

hint of constructive Government action to tackle the current
epidemics of deaths and injuries from road accidents. The
Transport Secretary, Mr Rodgers, is said4 to be waiting for
public opinion to be convinced before contemplating legisla-
tion to make the use of car seat belts compulsory. Yet all the
evidence from other parts of Europe and from Australia, where
compulsion has proved its lasting benefits, shows that the force
of law is the only way to persuade drivers to use belts.5
Britain is equally out of date in its permissive attitudes to
pedestrians: in what other countries with comparable traffic
congestion may people dash across the road when and where
they like? Stricter enforcement of speed limits and tighter
controls over drinking and driving (as recommended last year
by the Blennerhasset Committee) are straightforward measures
which could reduce the load on the NHS, but they have been
ducked, fudged, or postponed indefinitely by a Government
which lacks the courage to take any action that might be
unpopular with any section of the electorate.
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Country health

Is town or country life preferable ? The answer depends on the
individual. But which is the more healthy ? No dogmatic
answer can be given-the disease pattern varies with the rural
and urban areas compared. Is the familiar concept of the ruddy-
faced, healthy countryman correct, or do rural communities, as
a recent article from Australia suggested,' contain a higher
incidence of chronic illness than is generally realised? To
answer that question we need to examine the age structure of
rural communities and the occupational hazards of farming.

In most remote parts of Britain the population has not
increased over the past 100 years, owing mainly to an exodus
of healthy young adults seeking jobs elsewhere. Often a small
influx of retirement pensioners upsets the age balance further.
In consequence many country areas have a high proportion of
elderly people, and so we should expect a relatively high
prevalence of chronic illness. Other population movements also
occur. Rural areas abound with static caravan sites, which
seem to attract people with special problems-often monetary,
sometimes marital-which add to the morbidity within the
rural area.

Agricultural workers are highly skilled, and low income is
but one of their many occupational hazards. The hours of
work are long; their working environment may be inclement
and dangerous; sudden deaths from falls and accidents with
animals and machinery occur with unpleasant frequency, but
these are rarely noted outside the local community. Less
severe accidents are numerous-injuries to feet from rusty
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